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A Comparison of Activity-based Costing and Time-driven Activity-based Costing 
 
 
ABSTRACT: Kaplan and Anderson (2004, 2007) developed time-driven activity-based costing 
(TDABC) to provide a costing system that is easier to update than activity-based costing (ABC). 
The relationship between ABC and TDABC, however, has not been systematically investigated. 
We compare the accuracy of the two systems in two complementary ways: analytically and via a 
numerical experiment. Our analytical comparison generates formulas that describe how each 
system maps resources to activities and finally to products. We demonstrate that ABC aggregates 
resource-to-activity information by activities, while TDABC aggregates by resources. Our 
numerical experiment shows that TDABC performs better than ABC when resources are more 
traceable to activities. ABC performs better than TDABC when activities are more traceable to 
products or when both resources and activities are more traceable to activities and products, 
respectively. If each type of traceability is equally likely, then ABC may be the more robust 
approach. Finally, we examine the ease of updating the systems and find that TDABC data 
collection costs will be prohibitive if the firm must collect information about each product’s use 
of subtasks.  
 
















 Activity-based costing (ABC) is an important and widespread full costing system in 
accounting (e.g., Innes and Mitchell 1995; Malmi 1999; Jones and Dugdale 2002). Practitioners 
(e.g., Demeere, Stouthuysen, and Roodhooft 2009; Öker and Adigüzel 2010), however, have 
complained that ABC is not suitable for complex activities1 and is too costly to update in 
dynamic environments. Kaplan and Anderson (2004, 2007) developed time-driven activity-based 
costing (TDABC) to try and solve these problems. TDABC uses a time equation to allocate 
resource costs directly to products, rather than ABC’s two-stage method of allocating resource 
costs to activities and then to products. While the relationship between ABC and TDABC has 
been examined conceptually (Balakrishnan, Labro, and Sivaramakrishnan 2012a, 2012b), the 
deeper, calculation-based issues have not been addressed. We examine two related questions: 
When do ABC and TDABC systems generate the same product costs? What settings is ABC 
(TDABC) best suited for?  
 Product costing systems are essential ingredients in many management processes: price 
setting, budgeting, and planning, to name a few. Firms calculate product costs based on 
imperfect and incomplete information about resource costs and consumption patterns, and it is 
not possible for a firm to calculate error-free product costs (e.g., Datar and Gupta 1994; Hwang, 
Evans, and Hegde 1993). As a first step, researchers have focused on how the product costing 
errors are generated. We follow prior work (Labro and Vanhoucke 2007, 2008; Balakrishnan, 
Hansen, and Labro 2011) and examine how the use of heuristically designed product costing 
systems affects the accuracy of reported product costs, but not how these product costs affect 
particular decisions such as setting prices.  
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 At their heart, all full costing systems have the following generic structure. In the 
production system, resources are used to generate inputs (activities or subtasks), and the inputs 
(activities or subtasks) are used to create products. In the costing system, the costs of the 
resources (overhead costs) are assigned to activities or subtasks which, in turn, are allocated to 
products.2  
 Although the underlying accounting information is the same, ABC and TDABC create 
qualitatively distinct costing systems. ABC generates costing systems with two explicit stages. 
Resource costs are combined into resource cost pools, which are then assigned to activities. 
Activity costs are collected into activity cost pools and then allocated to products. TDABC 
generates costing systems with one composite stage. The heart of TDABC is the time equation, 
which directly allocates the costs from resource cost pools to products (Kaplan and Anderson 
2004, 2007). 
 Given the disparity in how costs flow through the systems, it is not clear how the ultimate 
product costs for the two systems are related. We first compare the systems analytically. We 
create a formula for each system showing how resource costs are allocated to products. 
Comparing these allocation formulas shows that the systems aggregate the resource-to-activity 
information in different ways. ABC aggregates information in the resource-to-activity matrix by 
columns. A set of resources forms a resource cost pool, and then the costs in the resource cost 
pool are assigned to activities by one resource cost driver (i.e., one resource column). In contrast, 
TDABC aggregates resource-to-activity information by rows. The total cost of each subtask 
(similar to an activity in ABC) originates from many resource cost pools. Each resource cost 
pool’s contribution to a subtask is added up to generate the total cost of a subtask. This addition 
aggregates the resource-to-activity information by subtask (activity) rows. Because aggregation 
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occurs along orthogonal dimensions (columns versus rows), ABC and TDABC are analytically 
non-comparable and generate different product costs in almost all circumstances. 
 The second part of our paper takes a complementary approach to compare the two 
systems. We run a numerical experiment with an embedded simulation to generate numerical 
outcomes (product costs) that can be compared. We compare the global performance of the two 
systems using a common metric, the product costing errors for each system. The advantage of 
using a numerical experiment is that we can control the permutations and investigate what 
parameters generate greater or smaller product costing error.   
 Our numerical experiment focuses on systematically manipulating two different 
elements. Given the different information aggregation of the resource-to-activity mapping, we 
vary all elements of the mapping (variance in resource values, dispersion in the use of resources 
across activities, correlation between resource consumption patterns, and number of zeros in the 
mapping). Second, given the importance of aggregation to understanding the results, we vary the 
parameters that determine the number of cost pools in each system (i.e., the amount of costing 
system aggregation).3 We ultimately generate product costs for the ABC and TDABC systems 
and compare them to the noise-free benchmark costs using the Euclidean Distance metric. 
 We find that many environmental characteristics have the same effect in ABC and 
TDABC systems. For example, in both systems, errors increase when resource consumption 
patterns are more correlated, activity usage by products has greater dispersion, and activities are 
more traceable to products.   
 We then compare the accuracy of the two systems to understand the circumstances where 
each performs best. We find that TDABC performs better than ABC when resources are more 
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traceable to activities, while ABC performs better than TDABC when activities are more 
traceable to products. When both types of traceability are high, ABC performs better. 
The intuition for the results is a combination of two different effects. The first effect has 
been found in many prior numerical experiments (Labro and Vanhoucke 2007; Balakrishnan et 
al. 2011). The parameters at the beginning of the costing system, the resource-to-activity 
mapping parameters, have much less influence on product costing errors than the parameters 
from near the end of the costing system, the activity-to-product mapping. The activity-to-product 
parameters have a shorter distance to travel in the model to influence product costs. The second 
effect is that our simulation endogenously generates costing systems from the observed numbers. 
Manipulating the simulation parameters changes the observed numbers and changes the costing 
system design. When activities are more traceable to products, ABC refines the later part of the 
costing system, the activity cost pools, but does not change the beginning part, the resource cost 
pools. In contrast, the use of time equations means that TDABC partially refines the implicit 
first- and second-stage cost pools, both parts of the system. Since refining second-stage pools is 
more effective at reducing costing errors, ABC has lower relative costing errors when activities 
are more traceable to products. A similar balance explains our second result. When resources 
become more traceable to products, ABC refines the resource cost pools, which are farther from 
product costs, but not the activity cost pools, which are closer. As before, the TDABC time 
equation partially refines both implicit resource and activity cost pools. Since TDABC is refining 
implicit activity cost pools, which are closer to the final product costs, TDABC has lower cost 
errors when resources are more traceable to activities. Finally, when both types of traceability are 
high, ABC’s focus on refining the second stage ensures that it outperforms TDABC.    
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 Finally, the costing systems generated in our numerical experiment allow us to indirectly 
measure the ease of updating each system. We create a data collection statistic that adds together 
the number of elements that need to be collected and maintained for each system. We find that 
using the same cost system design parameters to create ABC and TDABC systems generates 
systems that need roughly the same amount of data. Symmetric cost system design approaches 
lead to roughly symmetric data requirements. If practitioners desire simpler TDABC systems, 
then they must resist the temptation to grow the number of time equations or the number of terms 
in the time equations (e.g., Dalci, Tanis, and Kosan 2010; Everaert, Bruggeman, Sarens, 
Anderson, and Levant 2008).4  
 The TDABC literature (Kaplan and Anderson 2004, 2007) explicitly assumes that each 
product’s use of subtasks is automatically and costlessly collected as part of the normal 
operations of the firm’s computer system, say via an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. 
As a robustness check, we investigate each system’s data collection requirements when the firm 
must collect information on each product’s use of activities (subtasks). We find that the data 
collection requirements for ABC grow linearly in the number of activity cost pools, while the 
data collection requirements for TDABC grow as the product of the number of activity and 
resource cost pools. Given the high growth rate for TDABC, automated data collection processes 
are a necessary condition to consider using TDABC.  
 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the 
literature, and ABC and TDABC are compared analytically in section three. Section four 
describes our numerical experiment and the simulation of the costing systems. The fifth section 
analyzes the experimental results. Section six discusses data collection requirements, while our 





 Kaplan and Anderson (2004, 2007) developed TDABC as a method to simplify the 
calculations needed to generate product costs and thereby allow firms to be more dynamic in 
changing their costs. While they describe their new approach, their numerical examples only 
show that ABC and TDABC can generate different outcomes.  
 Hoozée et al. (2012) specifically analyzed the impact of refinement on the accuracy of 
time equation outcomes. Their mathematical model provides some novel insights into the 
balancing of errors when searching for an optimal refinement level. For example, when building 
a time equation it is recommend to first add subtasks with high mean time consumption and high 
variance (originating from high structural variance in the time driver volumes from one 
transaction to another). However, the paper does not provide a direct comparison to ABC. 
Labro and Vanhoucke (2007) investigated interactions among errors in ABC systems and 
found that the impact of parameters affecting the activity-to-product mapping on overall 
accuracy is stronger than the impact of parameters affecting the resource-to-activity mapping. In 
a follow-up study, Labro and Vanhoucke (2008) showed that refinement of ABC systems pays 
off most when resource cost pools are very different in terms of size and when there are large 
differences in the proportional resource usage at each pool. Based upon these results, our 
simulation varies the variance in the values of the resources as well as the dispersion in the use of 
resources across activities. 
Balakrishnan et al. (2012a, 2012b) create a framework to compare and contrast four 
costing systems (classic product costing, ABC, TDABC, and resource consumption accounting). 
Their conceptual framework identifies differences in selection of cost drivers, different 
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approaches to unused capacity, and different approaches to identifying variable and fixed 
resource costs as differentiating the systems.5 Our numerical experiment is not as general as their 
conceptual framework. In particular, we do not directly incorporate unused capacity or model 
variable/fixed resource costs. 
Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan (2014) compare the accuracy of two variants of ABC 
and TDABC systems. More specifically, they compare aggregated ABC systems for which the 
number of activities is equal to the number of time equations in TDABC to “hybrid” TDABC 
systems in which the times needed by different resources to execute the subtasks in a process 
vary in direct proportion to the times required by a base resource. They find that the hybrid 
TDABC system results in more accurate cost estimates than the aggregated ABC system.  
Balakrishnan et al. (2011) (hereafter BHL) is the most important prior paper for our 
work. They incorporate simulations to compare different heuristics used to generate cost pools 
and select allocation bases. Our simulation modifies and extends their simulation. BHL assumed 
a particularly simple resource-to-activity mapping (no resource splitting across multiple activity 
cost pools), but contained a complex activity-to-product mapping. Given the importance of the 
resource-to-activity mapping for the comparison of ABC and TDABC, in our simulation, we 
make both our resource-to-activity and activity-to-product mappings as complex as their activity-
to-product mapping. BHL also found that the sparseness of the activity-to-product matrix 
(percentage of zeros, the traceability of activities to products) was an important source of error. 
Greater sparseness drove finer costing systems; that is, systems with more cost pools. Our 
numerical experiment manipulates the number of zeros in the activity-to-product matrix (activity 
traceability to products), but also varies the number of zeros in the resource-to-activity matrix 




AN ANALYTICAL COMPARISON OF ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING AND TIME-
DRIVEN ACTIVITY-BASED COSTING 
 
 We clarify the differences between ABC and TDABC in several steps. Each system is 
introduced using an example, which is then generalized into an allocation formula. Once the 
formulas are created for both systems, we compare them.   
Activity-based Costing 
 In order to simplify the example’s presentation, we focus on a setting with no 
measurement error and no excess capacity. 
Activity-based Costing Example 
Logistics, Inc. has two warehouses: Warehouse East and Warehouse West. Each 
warehouse is a separate resource cost pool. Table 1 provides the company’s operating expenses 
(resource costs) for each warehouse.  
(Insert Table 1 here) 
 In each warehouse, the process of picking a delivery consists of three subtasks: 
- T1: driving to the appropriate storage rack; time driver X1: number of order lines. 
- T2: loading boxes on the forklift truck; time driver X2: number of boxes. 
- T3: wrapping up pallets in plastic film; time driver X3: number of pallets. 
 The ABC system views the subtasks as picking activities. In the ABC system, the 
resource costs of each warehouse are assigned to the three picking activities based on the 
employees’ estimated percentage mix of time spent on the different activities. The estimates are 
shown in Table 2. To be able to tie our example back to the TDABC setting, we add detailed 
information about standard picking times (subtask times) and the number of order lines, boxes, 
and pallets (time driver/activity cost driver volumes) in each warehouse. This detailed 
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information would not be collected in the ABC system; the estimated percentage mix of time 
spent on the different activities would be estimated directly. 
(Insert Table 2 here) 
 ABC does not split cost driver rates by resource cost pool. Specifically, the ABC 
calculations show that the activity cost of “driving to the rack” is the sum of the costs across both 
warehouses $12,042.25 + $17,092.73 = $29,134.99, while the total cost driver volume of the 
activity is 7,600 + 12,400 = 20,000 order lines. The activity cost driver rates for our example are 
calculated in Table 3, Panel A. The total cost allocated to each customer consists of each 
customer’s activity cost driver volumes multiplied by the activity cost driver rates. Table 3, Panel 
B provides the calculations. 
(Insert Table 3 here) 
 ABC is a full costing system that allocates resource costs to cost objects (e.g., products, 
services or customers) in two stages. In Stage I, resource cost drivers are used to assign 
organizational spending on resources to the activities performed by these resources. In Stage II, 
activity cost drivers allocate activity costs to the cost objects that create the demand for the 
organizational activities. Figure 1 portrays the ABC system for our example. 
(Insert Figure 1 here) 
 Now that we have completed a detailed example, we turn to a formal analysis. 
Activity-based Costing Formulas 
In Stage I, resources are collected in Resource Cost Pools (RCPs), and the resource costs 
in each pool are assigned to activities using resource cost drivers (RDs). In Stage II, Activity 
Cost Pool i’s (ACPi’s) charge per unit of activity cost driver i (ADi) is calculated as the dollar 




 The cost allocated from ACPi to cost object h (COh) is obtained by multiplying the above 
rate by the cost object’s consumption of activity cost driver volume, ADi,h. Summing over all 
activities delivers the total cost allocated by ABC to cost object h, 
                                                                        
    
   
                                                    (1) 
 Equation (1) is the ABC cost equation. It shows that in ABC, the charge to a cost object 
(for instance, a product) is a function of the intermediate assigned activity costs (i.e., a function 
of the information from the end of the first stage).   
 We now move to examining TDABC. 
Time-driven Activity-based Costing 
 TDABC focuses on the firm’s resources. For each resource cost pool (department or 
process), resource costs are allocated to cost objects using two sets of estimates: (1) the capacity 
cost rate and (2) the process time. The capacity cost rate or cost per time unit is calculated as the 
cost of all the resources supplied to a department or process divided by the time available from 
the employees actually performing the work.6 A process is a succession of non-overlapping 
subtasks and each subtask is driven by a time driver. The process time is the resource time that 
each cost object requires. 
Time-driven Activity-based Costing Example 
The employees in Warehouse East have 56,800 minutes available for picking deliveries; 
in Warehouse West, the resource capacity amounts to 119,700 minutes. The capacity cost rate 
(CCR) of each warehouse is then: 
CCR1 (East) = $45,000/56,800 minutes = $0.79 per minute; 
CCR2 (West) = $55,000/119,700 minutes = $0.46 per minute. 
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 As was mentioned previously, in each warehouse the process of picking a delivery 
consists of three subtasks: 
- T1: driving to the appropriate storage rack; time driver X1: number of order lines. 
- T2: loading boxes on the forklift truck; time driver X2: number of boxes. 
- T3: wrapping up pallets in plastic film; time driver X3: number of pallets. 
 The time for picking a delivery can be represented by the following time equations: 
Picking time East (in minutes) = 2.0 × X1 + 1.0 × X2 + 12.0 × X3, 
Picking time West (in minutes) = 3.0 × X1 + 1.5 × X2 + 12.0 × X3, 
where X1: # order lines, X2: # boxes, and X3: # pallets. 
 The cost charged to a particular customer depends on the time that the employees in each 
warehouse needed to pick deliveries for that customer. Table 4, Panel A lists the time driver 
volumes demanded by each customer. To obtain the total picking time per customer for each 
warehouse, the customer’s time driver volumes from Table 4, Panel A are fed into the time 
equations. Multiplying the customer’s warehouse times by the cost per minute of each warehouse 
delivers the cost allocated by TDABC to each customer. Table 4, Panel B summarizes the 
calculations and Figure 2 presents the TDABC system for our example. 
(Insert Table 4 and Figure 2 here) 
 Now that we have completed our example, we turn to the formal analysis.   
Time-driven Activity-based Costing Formulas 
When contrasting ABC and TDABC, practitioners have typically presented results for 
only one time equation, or they have created a time equation for each resource. Our TDABC 
analysis is more general. We allow multiple resources to be combined into a resource cost pool 
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and create a time equation for each resource cost pool. In addition, each time equation can 
contain multiple subtasks, though the same subtasks are used in all equations.  
 If there are k subtasks, l processes (resource cost pools) and m cost objects, then TDABC 
expresses the (estimated) time required to perform process j for cost object h,       ,7 as follows 
(cf. Hoozée et al. 2012): 
                                
                                                                                                                                (2) 
where 
.object cost by  demanded , process of subtask  of umedriver vol  time:
and objects;cost   allfor  equal , process of subtask  ofunit driver  per time required  time:
;object cost for   process of subtask  complete  to time:













 For each subtask i of each process j, the cost allocated to cost object h is calculated by 
multiplying the capacity cost rate of process j, CCRj, by the time required to complete subtask i 
of process j for cost object h, Tij,h. The total cost allocated by TDABC to cost object h, COh, is 
then obtained by summing all subtask costs i over all processes j: 
                                                                                                   (3) 
 Equation (3) is an expanded version of the equation found in Everaert and Bruggeman 
(2007, 17). The TDABC cost equation (3) shows that the costs charged to a cost object (for 
instance, a product) are a function of the first-stage costs captured by CCRs. While ABC uses the 
costs from the end of the first stage (activity costs), TDABC uses costs from the start of the first 
stage (capacity cost charges).  
 Now that we have the formulas for each costing system, we can compare the two.  
Comparing ABC and TDABC 
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 Define       as the time required for completing subtask i of process j for cost object h, 
relative to subtask i’s total time 
                                                                             
    
     
                                                                (4) 
RCPj’s dollar value allocated to cost object h for completing subtask i,            is, then 
                                                                                                                                       (5) 
Summing over all RCPs j gives 
                                                                                                                               (6) 
Dividing (6) by the total time spent on subtask i,         we obtain subtask i’s charge per minute for 
cost object h 
                                                                                                                                   (7) 
The total cost allocated by TDABC to cost object h, COh, is subtask i’s charge per minute for 
cost object h (equation (7)) multiplied by subtask i’s total time, summed over all subtasks i 
                                                                                                                        (8) 
 It can easily be verified that the TDABC expressions (3) and (8) are equivalent. More 
importantly, we can now compare TDABC expression (8) with ABC expression (1) to 
understand the conceptual similarities and differences between TDABC and ABC. 
 In both approaches, the cost allocated to a cost object can be written as the sum of 
products of driver volumes and rates. In ABC, activity cost driver volumes are usually counts, 
whereas TDABC typically uses time to drive resource costs to cost objects. Another similarity 
between both approaches is the pivotal role of activities (ABC) or subtasks (TDABC). 
 Relating TDABC to ABC’s two-stage allocation, it could be argued that TDABC 
averages out the first stage by employing only one charge per minute for each RCP (i.e., the total 
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dollar value of all resources in the pool divided by the sum of all subtask times associated with 
that pool). In the second stage, however, TDABC still allows several time drivers per RCP in 
that a process (time equation) can consist of more than one subtask (term). 
 The critical change between ABC and TDABC is in how the underlying first-stage 
information is used. In ABC, rates are calculated at the level of the activity cost pools (ACPs). 
As shown in Figure 3, Panel A, ABC pushes resource costs down to activities and organizes the 
first-stage information by columns. In contrast, in TDABC, rates are calculated at the level of 
resource cost pools (RCPs). Total subtask costs (which are comparable to ACPs in ABC) can be 
obtained by bottom-up addition of cost objects’ consumption of subtask costs from the different 
RCPs. TDABC thus implicitly organizes first-stage information by rows, illustrated in Figure 3, 
Panel B. 
(Insert Figure 3 here) 
 The different organization of the first-stage information implies that each system is 
subject to separate constraints. TDABC does not allow subtasks within a resource cost pool to 
use resources from another resource cost pool.8 ABC does not allow an activity to have a rate 
that varies by resource.9  
 Given the orthogonal aggregation of the first-stage information, the two systems generate 
different cost pools. The only setting where they coincide is when each resource and activity are 
in their own separate pool. In other words, ABC and TDABC only yield the same costs if the 
costing system has no aggregation.10 Otherwise, they generate different cost pools and different 
product costs. 
 
THE NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATIONS 
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The prior section showed that in almost all settings ABC and TDABC are analytically 
non-comparable. Although they cannot be ranked analytically, we can use a complementary 
method to discern where each is most accurate. We use a numerical experiment incorporating 
simulations to compare the performance of the two systems. Numerical experiments facilitate the 
identification of causal links among theoretical constructs by suitable randomization protocols 
that control for any confounds (Balakrishnan and Penno in press). 
We conducted a numerical experiment with a 2 × 2 × 4 × 2 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 design.11 Our 
experiment focuses on systematically manipulating what are, a priori, the variables most likely to 
generate differences between the two costing systems. Given the different treatment of the first-
stage information, the primary variation are the properties of the first stage, the resource-to-
activity matrix. Since we are unsure as to which variables are important, we vary all four first-
stage parameters: variance in resource values, dispersion in the use of resources across activities, 
correlation between resource consumption patterns, and percentage of zeros in the mapping. Our 
second variation is driven by the observation that the level of aggregation is likely to impact the 
performance of each system. We systematically vary parameters that endogenously determine 
the number of cost pools: resource cost pools, activity cost pools, capacity cost pools, and 
subtask cost pools. Our simulation parameters are based upon BHL, who selected parameters 
drawn from practice surveys and published cases. Appendix A describes in greater detail the 
simulation parameters and the levels at which they are manipulated. 
Our simulation is a modified version of the simulation in BHL and incorporates 
substantial complexities beyond our simple numerical example.12 Our simulation allows for 
aggregation by resource, activity, and subtask. It also endogenously creates costing systems 
using correlations between resource (activity) consumption patterns.   
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The Full Information Benchmark 
Our full-costing, full-information, noise-free benchmark13 is generated in two stages. We 
first generate a pure resource-to-activity mapping (Stage I), then an activity-to-product mapping 
(Stage II). These mappings represent the “true” values and are used to create the perfect 
information benchmark; that is, the perfect information product costs. Each environment, each 
benchmark costing system, has 50 resources, 50 activities, and 50 products. To preserve 
comparability across settings, we hold the total value of all resources constant at $1,000,000. 
Stage I. Create the Resource-to-Activity Mapping 
We start by generating the values of the 50 resources. We vary the extent to which total 
costs are concentrated on a few resources (varR). This concept distinguishes between 
environments like steel mills with a few very large resource costs (e.g., smelting, ore) from 
settings with resource costs of nearly equal magnitude (e.g., a machine shop). We also vary the 
dispersion in the use of resources across activities (disp1). The matrix of the resource-to-activity 
mapping is created by assuming that there is a base resource used by every activity. All other 
patterns of resource consumption across activities are constructed to be correlated with the base 
resource consumption pattern. Varying the correlation changes the similarity between resource 
consumption patterns (avgcor1). 
An important element in constructing the resource-to-activity matrix is the extent of 
resource sharing across activities or, its counterpart, the sparseness or extent of resource 
traceability to activities (dens1 as measured by perzeroRA).14 At one extreme, every resource 
could be associated with one, and only one, activity {perzeroRA = 100 – 1/(#resources × 
#activities)}. At the other extreme, every resource could be associated with every activity 
(perzeroRA = 0%). Resource sharing can be viewed as one distinguishing feature between job 
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shops with little resource sharing across products and a process shop where all products make 
use of the same set of resources (even if the amount varies across products).   
Stage II. Create the Activity-to-Product Mapping 
Our full information benchmark has an internal symmetry. We create both Stage I and 
Stage II using the same approach. The matrix of activity-to-product mapping is generated using a 
base activity used by all products, an activity consumption pattern correlation parameter 
(avgcor2) and an activity sharing parameter that varies the activities’ traceability to products 
(dens2 measured by perzeroAP).15 The final costs are the full-information, noise-free, benchmark 
product costs. We will ultimately judge performance by how close the ABC (TDABC) product 
costs are to these benchmark costs. 
The Activity-based Costing System 
 The ABC system is generated in two parts. First, measurement error is added to both 
Stages I and II. The same distribution of measurement error is used across both stages. Second, 
the resources (activities) are combined to generate pools and the values of these pools are 
assigned to activities (allocated to products). We describe this second part in detail below. 
The Heuristic to Construct the ABC system 
We use a costing system heuristic from BHL, the correlation-based big pool method, to 
endogenously generate the cost pools and select the allocation bases.16 This approach allows both 
the ABC and the TDABC system to theoretically have different cost pools with different drivers, 
though they are constructed using the same heuristic.  
Step 1. Create resource cost pools and select resource cost pool allocation bases. The 
largest resource is identified and serves as the nucleus for the first resource cost pool. Every 
resources’ consumption pattern is correlated with the nucleus resource consumption pattern. 
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Those resources with consumption patterns that have a correlation above a threshold 
(CorrCut1_ABC, for example 20%) are added to this first resource cost pool. The largest 
remaining resource is identified and serves as the nucleus for the second resource cost pool. All 
remaining resources’ consumption patterns are correlated with the second nucleus resource 
consumption pattern. Those remaining resources with consumption patterns that have a 
correlation above a threshold (CorrCut1_ABC) are added to this second resource cost pool. This 
sequence continues until the value of remaining resources falls below a miscellaneous value 
threshold (MiscCut1_ABC, for instance 15%). At that point, all remaining resources are pooled 
into the final resource cost pool. The nucleus resource’s allocation base is the resource cost 
driver in all but the miscellaneous resource cost pool. The allocation base of the largest resource 
in the miscellaneous resource cost pool is the resource cost driver in that pool.  
Step 2. Create activity cost pools and select activity cost pool allocation bases. The 
approach is similar to that used in Step 1, with the substitution of activity for resource. The 
largest value activity is identified and serves as the nucleus for the first activity cost pool. Every 
activity’s consumption pattern across products is correlated with the nucleus activity 
consumption pattern. All activities with consumption patterns that have a correlation above a 
threshold (CorrCut2_ABC) are pooled into activity cost pool 1. The largest remaining activity is 
identified as the nucleus for activity cost pool 2. All remaining activities’ consumption patterns 
are correlated with the second nucleus activity consumption pattern. All remaining activities with 
consumption patterns that have a correlation above the correlation threshold are pooled into 
activity cost pool 2. This sequence continues until the value of remaining activities falls below a 
miscellaneous value threshold (MiscCut2_ABC). At that point, all remaining activities are pooled 
into the final activity cost pool. The nucleus activity’s allocation base in each activity cost pool is 
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the activity cost driver. The allocation base of the largest activity in the miscellaneous cost pool 
is that pool’s activity cost driver. 
We now have identified the resource cost pools, resource cost drivers, activity cost pools, 
and activity cost drivers. We use this information to generate the noisy ABC product costs. We 
calculate the difference between the noisy ABC product costs and the benchmark product costs 
using the Euclidean Distance metric (EUCD). We use EUCD to ensure comparability with prior 
simulations (Labro and Vanhoucke 2007, 2008; BHL). 
The Time-driven Activity-based Costing System 
The TDABC system has three high-level features. First, similar to ABC, measurement 
error is added to both the first- and second-stage full information costs. We view ABC activity 
counts and TDABC time measurements as different noisy measurements of the same underlying 
data. Therefore, the TDABC measurement errors consist of different draws from the same 
measurement error distribution as ABC. Second, we construct the TDABC system as a variant of 
the ABC approach. We construct pseudo-first-stage resource cost pools to determine the capacity 
cost pools (i.e., the numerators of the capacity cost rates). We use the pseudo-first-stage resource 
cost pools to generate pseudo-second-stage activity cost pools and thereby select the second-
stage activity (subtask) cost pool allocation bases. The second-stage allocation bases are the 
subtask cost drivers (time drivers). Third, we use the choices for capacity cost pools and time 
drivers to reverse-engineer the time equations, calculate the capacity cost rates, and thereby 
generate the product costs. Additional detail on selected parts of the heuristic is given below. 
The Heuristic to Construct the TDABC system 
The TDABC heuristic ultimately needs to generate time equations with individual 
subtasks in each equation. We accomplish this construction in three steps. 
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 Step 1. Create capacity cost pools and select capacity cost pool allocation bases. We 
follow the same approach as in ABC to generate pseudo-first-stage resource (capacity) cost pools 
and select the resource cost drivers. We use the largest resource as the nucleus for the first 
capacity cost pool, add resources with consumption patterns that have a correlation with the base 
resource consumption pattern above a threshold (CorrCut1_TDABC), and use the nucleus as the 
allocation base. We create a final, miscellaneous, capacity cost pool when the value of the 
remaining resources falls below a threshold (MiscCut1_TDABC). The allocation base of the 
largest resource in the miscellaneous cost pool is the cost driver. Note that because we have 
different measurement errors for ABC and TDABC, TDABC may end up with different first-
stage cost pools and potentially different first-stage allocation bases than ABC. The important 
aspect of Step 1 is that it identifies the capacity cost pools; that is, the number of time equations. 
Step 2. Create subtask cost pools and select time drivers. We follow a similar approach 
to select activity cost pools and activity cost pool allocation bases as in ABC. We use the largest 
assigned activity cost as the nucleus for the first subtask cost pool, combine activities with 
consumption patterns that have a correlation with the base activity consumption pattern above a 
threshold (CorrCut2_TDABC) into this subtask cost pool, and use the allocation base of the 
nucleus as the cost driver. We create a final, miscellaneous subtask cost pool when the value of 
the remaining activities falls below a threshold (MiscCut2_TDABC). The allocation base of the 
largest activity in the miscellaneous subtask cost pool serves as the cost driver of that cost pool. 
Although we follow a similar process to ABC, TDABC may end up with different activity 
(subtask) cost pools and allocation bases (time drivers) because the measurement errors are 
different across the two systems. The important aspect of Step 2 is that it identifies the subtasks 
to use inside each time equation. 
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 Step 3. Use capacity cost pools and time drivers to generate the time equations and 
calculate the capacity cost rates. Once we have selected the resources to use in the capacity cost 
pools and the time drivers to use to allocate costs, we can calculate the capacity cost rates and 
construct the time equations.17 The capacity cost rates and time equations are used to create the 
noisy TDABC product costs and calculate the EUCD. Table 5 provides a detailed list of all 
simulation input values and their associated measures. 
(Insert Table 5 here) 
 We now turn to the analysis of the experiment.  
 
THE ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 We ran a numerical experiment that systematically varied the first-stage environmental 
parameters and a costing system design feature that determined the number of cost pools 
(correlation threshold to join a cost pool). We randomly selected all other parameters of the 
model. Details of the numerical experiment are provided in Appendix A. Our experiment 
generated 25,920 sets of data and associated cost allocations. 
Descriptive Statistics 
 Table 6 provides descriptive statistics. Our set of input variables generates data sets and 
cost allocations that vary across the spectrum. For instance, the resource traceability measure, 
perzeroRA, has a 25th percentile of 23% and a 75th percentile of 76%. The correlation between 
the activity consumption patterns, avgcor2, varies from a 25th percentile of -12% to the 75th 
percentile of 16%. 
 Table 6 also provides information about the generated costing systems. As expected from 
the chosen levels of the design parameters, ABC Stage I (#RCP_ABC) and ABC Stage II 
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(#ACP_ABC) are similar, with the number of pools at around 9.92 and 9.60, respectively. Both 
ABC Stage I and II have an average percentage of costs in the miscellaneous cost pool of around 
17%. TDABC has a similar number of cost pools in Stage I (#RCP_TDABC = 9.85) and slightly 
more pools in Stage II (#ACP_TDABC = 10.62). Both TDABC stages have about 17% of costs 
in the miscellaneous cost pool.18 To summarize, both systems create systems with roughly the 
same design outcomes. 
(Insert Table 6 here) 
Analyzing Input Parameters or Output Measures 
 We are interested in how costing system errors are related to environmental and costing 
system characteristics. While we could perform the analysis using either the simulation input 
values or experimental output measures, we believe that output measures are the superior 
approach. We are analyzing costing system error, which is derived from the actual numbers in 
each system. As the simulation section describes, the simulation input values are combined in 
non-linear ways to generate final costing system numbers. The input measures have a loose link 
to the final numbers. For example, the density shift parameter (dens1), the dispersion in the use 
of resources across activities (disp1), and the correlation across columns in the resource-to-
activity matrix (mincor1, maxcor1), as well as the measurement error, collectively determine 
whether there is a “hole” in the resource-to-activity matrix. The output measure perzeroRA 
directly measures the number of zero entries in the matrix. 
 Therefore, our analysis consists of running regressions of the system error on observed 
properties of the costing system environment and the observed properties of the generated 
costing systems. Table 5 lists the input parameters and their associated output measures.  
The Impact of the First Versus Second Stage 
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An important observation helps in understanding our results. Our simulation contains two 
stages, and the number of steps between a parameter and the final costs has a dramatic influence 
on how they affect the costing error. A parameter in the first stage of our model generates 
observed first-stage numbers, which, in turn, are used to create the first stage of the costing 
systems. The first-stage numbers fed into the first-stage costing systems, however, are then 
filtered by the second-stage costing systems before influencing the final cost numbers. These 
additional steps mean that the impact of a first-stage parameter (first-stage observable measure) 
is less than that of a second-stage parameter (second-stage observable measure). The first stage 
has additional noise added in by having to go through the second stage before influencing costs. 
In contrast, the second stage of the costing systems generates the final cost numbers and the 
errors. So a second-stage parameter (second-stage observable measure) has several steps before 
affecting the costs, but the path is fairly straightforward. The dampening effect of allocations in 
Stage II on the error introduced in Stage I has already been demonstrated by Labro and 
Vanhoucke (2007).  
Now that we have provided background information, we turn to analyzing the 
experimental results. Our main results are derived from the regressions presented in Table 7.19 
(Insert Table 7 here) 
Activity-based Costing 
 The first column in Table 7 presents the results of a regression of EUCD_ABC (the ABC 
system error) on environmental characteristics and the derived costing system characteristics.20,21 
The positive and significant coefficient on the dispersion in the use of activities across products 
(odisp2) shows that ABC costing error increases when there is greater heterogeneity in the use of 
activities across products. The positive (negative) and significant coefficient on avgcor1 
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(avgcor2), the average correlation between resource (activity) consumption patterns, suggests 
that ABC error increases (decreases) when resource (activity) consumption patterns become 
more similar. These polar effects highlight the difference between changing first- and second-
stage parameters. 
 The most interesting results are related to the traceability of the first and second stages. 
The insignificant coefficient on the percentage of zeros in the resource-to-activity matrix 
(perzeroRA) can be interpreted as resource traceability to activities not affecting ABC error. The 
positive and significant coefficient on the percentage of zeros in the activity-to-product matrix 
(perzeroAP) can be interpreted as greater traceability of activities to products increasing ABC 
error.  
 All of the coefficients of system design elements are significant and all have the expected 
signs. As was anticipated, refining either the first (#RCP_ABC) or the second stage (#ACP_ABC) 
leads to lower error. In addition, costing system error increases when more costs are in the 
miscellaneous cost pool in the first (%Misc1_ABC) or second (%Misc2_ABC) stage. As with the 
environmental characteristics, the properties of the second stage are more important in 
determining the error than the first. The coefficient on the number of second-stage cost pools 
(percentage of costs in the miscellaneous cost pool) [#ACP_ABC (%Misc2_ABC)] is 18 (6) times 
greater than the coefficient on the number of first-stage cost pools (percentage of costs in the 
miscellaneous cost pool) [#RCP_ABC (%Misc1_ABC)]. This asymmetry confirms established 
results from prior numerical experiments. 
Time-driven Activity-based Costing 
 The TDABC results are presented in Table 7, column 2.22 There are two environmental 
parameters with similar effects as in ABC. Increasing the dispersion in the use of activities 
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across products (odisp2) or increasing the activity traceability to products (perzeroAP) leads to 
an increase in system error. There are several important changes, however. Unlike ABC, the 
effect of second-stage correlation between activity consumption patterns (avgcor2) has the same 
sign as in the first stage (avgcor1). For TDABC, increased correlation leads to greater, rather 
than smaller error. In addition, the resource traceability to activities (perzeroRA) now matters, 
and decreasing resource traceability leads to higher error.  
The effect of refining the TDABC costing system is different from ABC. In the TDABC first 
stage, only the number of cost pools (#RCP_TDABC) is significant, suggesting that the first-
stage costing structure is not that important in determining TDABC error. The TDABC second 
stage, however, has similar behavior to the second stage of ABC. Refining the second-stage 
system (#ACP_TDABC) or decreasing the amount in the second-stage miscellaneous cost pool 
(%Misc2_TDABC) leads to lower error. 
Comparing ABC and TDABC 
 Our final regression examines the difference between ABC and TDABC error. We 
construct a difference variable, EUCD_ABC – EUCD_TDABC, and generate an expanded 
regression. Before presenting the results, a look at the descriptive statistics (see Table 6) provides 
some insight. The average error difference is 11,040, indicating that in our experiment, on 
average, ABC is less accurate than TDABC. In our experiment, ABC has lower error for 34.2% 
of the sample, while TDABC has lower error for the other 65.8%. If we view the costing system 
with the lower total error as “winning” then, in our simulation, TDABC “wins” in 65.8% of the 
draws. 
 The difference regression results are shown in Table 7, column 3.23 The effect of the 
costing system design parameters carries over from the individual regressions. Refining the ABC 
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system by increasing the number of pools at either stage (#RCP_ABC, #ACP_ABC) or 
decreasing the percentage of costs in the miscellaneous cost pool at either stage (%Misc1_ABC, 
%Misc2_ABC) leads to lower ABC error relative to TDABC error. Refining only the second 
stage for TDABC (higher #ACP_TDABC, lower %Misc2_TDABC) leads to lower TDABC error 
relative to ABC error. The first-stage allocation of TDABC does not affect the relative 
performance. 
 Turning to the environmental parameters, there is a stark pattern. All of the second-stage 
environmental parameters (odisp2, avgcor2, perzeroAP) are significant and affect the relative 
performance. Only one of the first-stage environmental parameters (perzeroRA) affects the 
performance. As with the individual regressions, the second stage is more important than the 
first.  
 The most important environmental parameters are those related to the traceability of 
resources and activities. Increasing the traceability of the second stage (perzeroAP) benefits 
ABC over TDABC. The intuition is based upon how traceability affects the endogenous 
generation of cost pools (i.e., the endogenous refinement of the costing system). Both TDABC 
and ABC use the correlations between activity consumption patterns to generate (explicit or 
implicit) second-stage cost pools. Increasing the second-stage traceability reduces the 
correlations in activity consumption patterns and increases the number of second-stage cost 
pools. ABC has two explicit stages and therefore directly increases the number of second-stage 
cost pools. It does not change the number of first-stage cost pools. For the same reason as in 
ABC, increasing the second-stage traceability also increases the number of implicit TDABC 
second-stage cost pools. In the third step of the TDABC algorithm, however, TDABC combines 
the implicit first- and second-stage cost pools into time equations. The combination means that 
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the effect of the increasing number of implicit second-stage cost pools is lessened by the 
combination with the unchanged number of implicit first-stage pools. For TDABC, the time 
equation (the combination of both first and second stages) becomes a bit finer, but not to the 
same extent as the concentrated second-stage increase for ABC. Since refining the second stage 
has a much greater impact on error reduction, ABC generates lower costing error than TDABC. 
While increased second-stage traceability (perzeroAP) affects both systems, the endogenous 
ABC system responds better than the endogenous TDABC system. 
  The inverse process leads to our result that increasing the traceability of the first stage 
(perzeroRA) benefits TDABC. Increasing the traceability in the first stage leads to lower 
correlations between resource consumption patterns and more (explicit and implicit) first-stage 
pools for both systems. Increasing the first-stage traceability directly increases the number of 
ABC first-stage pools, but does not affect the ABC second-stage pools. Similarly, increasing the 
first-stage traceability directly increases the number of implicit TDABC first-stage cost pools. 
The final step of the TDABC algorithm, however, combines both the first and second stages into 
a composite time equation. The effect of the increased number of first-stage pools is to refine the 
composite first and second stages. Since refining the second stage has a bigger impact than 
refining the first, TDABC’s partial refinement of both stages leads to lower errors than ABC’s 
refinement of only the first stage. While increased first-stage traceability (perzeroAP) affects 
both systems, the TDABC system design responds better than the ABC system.  
 We can use the previous logic to determine what happens if both first-stage traceability 
(perzeroRA) and second-stage traceability (perzeroAP) are at high levels. In this situation, the 
observation that refining the second stage has greater effect than refining the first is the deciding 
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factor. Untabulated results show that when both types of traceability are high, ABC wins over 
TDABC. 
 Figure 4 ties our comparisons back to specific industries.24 Neither ABC nor TDABC are 
likely to perform well when there is low first- or second-stage traceability (industrial bread 
maker). TDABC is likely to do well when there is high resource traceability to activities, but 
moderate or low activity traceability to products (specialty ice cream maker). ABC will do well 
when there is high activity traceability to products and low resource traceability to activities 
(airplane maintenance), or high activity traceability to products and high resource traceability to 
activities (specialty chemical manufacturer).   
(Insert Figure 4 here) 
 
THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY EACH SYSTEM 
 TDABC was developed to create a costing system that is less costly to update than ABC 
systems (Kaplan and Anderson 2004, 2007). With a few exceptions (Babad and Balachandran 
1993; Homburg 2001), prior research has not investigated the effect of the cost of data collection 
on system design. While we do not explicitly model the cost of updating information, we can 
indirectly examine the impact of updating costs by identifying the amount of information needed 
in each costing system.   
 In this section, for both ABC and TDABC, we create two related statistics that capture 
two different assumptions about a firm’s computer systems. We create two data collection 
statistics that count the number of items that need to be collected and maintained in each costing 
system.   
The Data Collection Statistic 
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Our first statistic, the data collection statistic, assumes that the firm has an ERP, or other 
sophisticated computer-based information system, that automatically generates information 
about individual products’ (or customers’) use of activities or subtasks. In this scenario, firms do 
not need to collect product-specific information. 
The data collection statistic for an ABC system is determined as follows. Updating the 
first stage of the ABC system requires collecting the value of each resource cost pool 
(#RCP_ABC) and the usage of each resource allocation base by activity cost pool (#RCP_ABC 
× #ACP_ABC). Combining this information yields the ABC data collection statistic   
= #RCP_ABC + (#RCP_ABC) × (#ACP_ABC).                                                  (9) 
In our motivating example (five resources, three activities, five customers) from section 
three, the ABC data collection statistic is 2 + 2 × 3 = 8, while our numerical experiment (fifty 
resources, fifty activities, fifty cost objects) has a median ABC data collection statistic of 88 (see 
Table 6). 
Similarly, the TDABC system collects the value of each capacity cost pool 
(#RCP_TDABC) and the unit times in each time equation (#RCP_TDABC × #ACP_TDABC). 
Combining this information generates the TDABC data collection statistic   
= #RCP_TDABC + (#RCP_TDABC) × (#ACP_TDABC).                                (10)             
In our motivating example, the TDABC data collection statistic is 2 + 2 × 3 = 8, while 
our numerical experiment has a median TDABC data collection statistic of 96 (see Table 6). 
Both the ABC and TDABC data collection statistics (9) and (10) have qualitatively 




The median ratio of the ABC to TDABC data collection statistics is 0.91, which means 
that the median ABC system in our experiment has roughly 10% less data collected than its 
associated TDABC system. Although ABC has a lower median data collection, in the numerical 
experiment, ABC still has more data collection than TDABC for 46.1% of the observations. The 
rough equality in data collection should not be a surprise since we created both the ABC and 
TDABC systems using identical costing system design parameters.26 
The interpretation of our first set of data collection statistics is straightforward. Since 
symmetric cost design parameters generate roughly the same data collection costs, practitioners 
will only have simpler TDABC systems if they generate fewer time equations and/or fewer 
subtasks in each equation.   
The Expanded Data Collection Statistic 
There is an important assumption that underlies our basic data collection statistic. Our 
statistic assumes that the firm’s accounting system is automated and already collects information 
about each product’s use of activities (subtasks).27  
Our second data collection statistic, the expanded data collection statistic, generates the 
amount of data needed by a system that does not have a sophisticated ERP system. The expanded 
data collection statistics assumes that the firm will need to input the data on each product’s use 
of activities (subtasks).   
For an ABC system, updating each cost object’s activity usage requires collecting 
(#ACP_ABC × #CO) additional pieces of information. Adding this term into the prior data 
collection statistic generates the ABC expanded data collection statistic  
= #RCP_ABC + (#RCP_ABC) × (#ACP_ABC) + (#ACP_ABC) × (#CO).                  (11) 
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Equation (11) shows that the incremental amount of product information needed in ABC 
expands linearly in the number of activity cost pools. 
In our example, the ABC data collection statistic rises from 8 to 2 + 2 × 3 + 3 × 5 = 23, 
while in the numerical experiment the median data collection increases from 88 to 530. The 
median amount of ABC expanded data in our experiment is roughly six times greater than 
required in the basic system.    
For the TDABC system, collecting each cost object’s information requires collecting 
every cost object’s usage of every subtask in every time equation (#RCP_TDABC × 
#ACP_TDABC × #CO). Adding this term to the prior data collection statistic creates the TDABC 
expanded data collection statistic  
= #RCP_TDABC + (#RCP_TDABC) × (#ACP_TDABC)   
                                     + (#RCP_TDABC) × (#ACP_TDABC) × (#CO).         (12) 
Equation (12) shows that the incremental amount of product information needed in 
TDABC expands multiplicatively in the product of the number of resource and activity cost 
pools. TDABC requires substantial product information since every product uses all subtasks in 
every time equation.28 
In our example, the TDABC data collection statistic rises from 8 to 2 + 2 × 3 + 2 × 3 × 5 
= 38, while in the numerical experiment the median data collection grows from 96 to 4,496. The 
median amount of expanded TDABC data in the experiment is roughly 47 times greater than 
required in the basic system.    
The median ratio of the TDABC to the ABC expanded data collection statistic is 8.41, 
which suggests the median TDABC system in our experiment has 841% more expanded data 
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collected than its associated ABC system. Additional analysis shows that TDABC has less 
expanded data than ABC in only 0.3% of observations in our numerical experiment.   
When the firm must collect detailed information about each product’s activity or subtask 
usage, our results suggest that TDABC requires prohibitive amounts of data. In other words, 
TDABC is only a viable approach when the firm’s computer systems automatically enter driver 
volume information.  
We now turn to our conclusions.   
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The goal of our paper is to clarify the differences between ABC and TDABC. We 
examine the differences in two complementary fashions: analytically and through a numerical 
experiment. Our analytical comparison shows that the two systems have qualitatively and 
quantitatively different approaches to generating product costs. ABC combines the resource-to-
activity information by resource columns, while TDABC combines the information by activity 
(subtask) rows. The different aggregation approaches make the systems analytically non-
comparable in almost all settings. Our numerical experiment finds that many environmental 
characteristics have the same effect in ABC and TDABC systems. For instance, in both systems, 
product costing error increases when there is greater correlation between resource consumption 
patterns and greater dispersion in activity use by products. Comparing the costing errors between 
the two systems shows that TDABC is more accurate than ABC when resources are more 
traceable to activities.29 ABC is more accurate than TDABC when activities are more traceable 
to products or both resources and activities are more traceable to activities and products, 
respectively. Given that ABC outperforms TDABC in two of three settings, it may appear that 
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ABC is the more robust system. However, as far as we are aware, there is no systematic evidence 
about the comparative traceability of resources and activities. There is no evidence on which of 
these three settings is more common in practice. Until such information is available, the 
superiority of ABC (TDABC) is an open question. 
Our results provide guidance about the settings where TDABC is likely to improve 
performance. The critical feature is that the processes are easily separable and resources are 
cleanly split across subtasks. For instance, TDABC may work well in hospitals when one group 
(doctors) works on tasks that are much different than another group (nurses). TDABC is not 
going to work well, however, when one person performs tasks from multiple processes (nurse 
practitioner). In that setting, the wage cost of that person will have to be arbitrarily split across 
processes in order to determine capacity cost rates. The arbitrary nature of the allocation means 
that ABC may be better in those settings. 
Our new data statistic provides useful information about a potential pitfall in designing 
TDABC systems. Our statistic shows that if the firm follows a similar cost system design 
approach for TDABC as for ABC, then TDABC will generate a costing system with roughly the 
same amount of data collected. TDABC systems are only going to generate simpler systems if 
the firm uses a coarser system design approach: fewer time equations and fewer subtasks. In 
addition, we found that automatic collection of each product’s subtask information (time driver 
volume) is a necessary condition for TDABC. The data collection for TDABC is prohibitive if 
the firms must collect information on each product’s subtask consumption.    
Given the potential data collection costs, further research could investigate the 
performance of simplified TDABC systems that require less data. For instance, future work 
could examine the performance of a TDABC system restricted to one time equation. 
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Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan (2014) have taken a step in this direction and examine the 
performance of a TDABC system when the times needed by different resources to execute the 
subtasks in a process (terms in a time equation) are a fixed proportion of the times required by 
the base resource in the capacity cost pool.   
 Time-driven ABC is the current name for the time equation approach developed by 
Kaplan and Anderson (2004, 2007). This is a misnomer, however. The name “time-driven ABC” 
gives the impression that the key difference between ABC and time-driven ABC is in the use of 
time. A more accurate description of time-driven ABC might be one-step ABC, since it captures 
the critical distinguishing element of the time equation, moving from resource costs to cost 
objects in one step.  
The intuition for why ABC performs better or worse than TDABC hinges upon a subtle 
aspect of our approach. Our simulation uses properties of the underlying information to 
endogenously create resource, activity, capacity, and subtask cost pools. Changing the 
underlying parameters changes the observed correlations between activity (and/or resource) 
consumption patterns, leading to finer or coarser costing systems. The systems vary in how they 
respond to increased correlation in a stage. Since ABC has two explicit stages, the response is to 
refine one stage only. Since TDABC combines both stages into a composite, the response is 
some refinement across both stages. These subtle design feedback loops have not been described 




1 Anderson and Sedatole (2013) provide evidence on the cost hierarchy using a TDABC model. 
2 In line with previous research (e.g., Labro and Vanhoucke 2007), we assume that direct costs are measured without 
error for every product, and hence exclude them from the analysis. 
3 Following Balakrishnan et al. (2011), we use the correlation-based big pool heuristic to generate our costing 
systems. We form resource (activity or subtask) cost pools by combining into a pool those resource costs (activities 
or subtasks) of which the consumption pattern has a correlation with a nucleus resource (activity or subtask) above a 
threshold. We form a miscellaneous cost pool of the remaining resource costs (activity costs or subtask costs) when 
the value of the leftovers falls below a threshold. The cost driver for each cost pool is the allocation base of the 
nucleus resource (activity or subtask). 
4 When the number of subtasks should be limited, Hoozée, Vermeire, and Bruggeman (2012) suggest including only 
those subtasks with the largest mean total time and/or the greatest variance in their driver volumes. 
5 Balakrishnan et al. (2012a, 19) state: “Differences between product costs reported by empirically observed ABC 
and TDABC systems are therefore solely attributable to differences in measurement error across the two systems.” 
While measurement error is one important difference, our results show that different aggregation errors also occur.  
6 Although capacity is often measured in minutes or hours supplied, it can also be measured in other units, such as 
space, weight, or gigabytes. 
7 Whenever we use a subscript dot, we refer to the sum over all values of the index. 
8 We can replicate the ABC system in a TDABC system by hybridizing the two approaches. A time equation with 
only one term (i.e., a RCP with only one subtask) should be defined for each activity in ABC. In other words, each 
RCP is broken up into a time equation with one component. TDABC then calculates a different CCR for each 
subtask and the two systems coincide. Essentially, we break the row aggregation of TDABC by splitting each row 
into the individual column entries. 
9 We can replicate the TDABC system in an ABC system by hybridizing the two approaches. An activity should be 
defined for each term of each time equation in TDABC. In other words, activities are defined relative to 
combinations of RCPs and time drivers. In that case, both systems will again generate the same costing outcomes. 
Essentially, we break the column aggregation of ABC by splitting each column into the individual row entries. 
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10 A corner solution deserves mention. When there is only one time equation (RCP), the TDABC first stage collapses 
to the unit matrix [1]. In this situation, no first-stage information is used in TDABC.  
11 The design consists of systematically varying: two levels of variance in resource values, two levels of dispersion 
in resource usage across activities, four permutations of the distribution of the correlation between resource 
consumption patterns, two levels of the density (percentage of zeros) in the resource to activity matrix, three levels 
of the correlation threshold to join a pool (used to manipulate the number of pools) for ABC Stage I, three levels of 
the correlation threshold to join a pool for ABC Stage II, three levels of the correlation threshold to join a pool for 
TDABC Stage I, and three levels of the correlation threshold to join a pool for TDABC Stage II. Appendix A 
provides detailed information on simulation’s systematic and randomly chosen parameters.  
12 BHL assumed a very simple resource-to-activity mapping. Every resource went to only one activity cost pool; that 
is, no resource could be split across multiple activity cost pools. Because the differences in the first stage are critical 
in distinguishing between ABC and TDABC, we expand the simulation to have two equally complex stages. In other 
words, in our simulation both the first and second stage are constructed in a similar fashion. A second change from 
BHL is that they have two types of resource: volume- and batch-level resources. We do not include batch resources. 
13 We view our benchmark costs as noise-free “true” costs. The concept of true costs is nebulous and varies with the 
decision context. Our results are consistent with generating costs for long-run pricing decisions when the firm has a 
symmetric profit function. 
14 The output measure perzeroRA is the average percentage of zero entries in the resource columns of the resource-
to-activity matrix.   
15 A zero in the activity to product matrix means that the activity is not used by that product. Similar to perzeroRA, 
the output measure perzeroAP is the average percentage of zero entries in the activity columns of the activity-to-
product matrix.   
16 BHL compared and contrasted the performance of multiple cost system design heuristics. The other alternatives 
were random assignment of resources to activity cost pools, separating the largest value resources into individual 
cost pools, and randomly selecting a resource seed for each cost pool and then adding in all resources that have a 
consumption pattern with correlation with the seed resource consumption pattern above a cutoff. The correlation-
based big pool method was the most robust method in BHL. Our simulation is based upon the initial starting values 
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in BHL, so the hierarchy among cost system design heuristics, and robustness of the correlation-based big pool 
method, is likely to still hold.  
17 In our simulation, each time equation contains all subtasks.  
18 The minimum number of pools in our experiment is 2 for every possibility (first and second stages for both ABC 
and TDABC), while the maximum is 28 (Stage 1, ABC), 30 (Stage 2, ABC), 31 (Stage 1, TDABC) and 34 (Stage 2, 
TDABC).    
19 Including the measurement error parameter in the regression generates qualitatively identical results for all 
analyses. In order to simplify our regression table, we have dropped these variables from our final specification. 
20 Due to the large number of observations, we use a restrictive definition of significance. A coefficient is significant 
only if it is at the 5% or lower level. 
21 As a robustness check, we have also run regressions of EUCD_ABC on the input parameters. Consistent with 
input values being farther from the generated numbers than the output measures, the adj. R² is lower (0.6544). Many 
coefficients have qualitatively similar results: varR (β = 3.277, p-value = 0.670); disp1 (β = -7.054, p-value = 0.066); 
ecor2 {(mincor2 + maxcor2)/2} (β = -727.2, p-value = 0.000); dens2 (β = -507.4, p-value = 0.000); CorrCut1_ABC 
(β = -170.8, p-value = 0.000); MiscCut1_ABC (β = 274.4, p-value = 0.000); CorrCut2_ABC (β = -1,219, p-value = 
0.000); MiscCut2_ABC (β = 1,691, p-value = 0.000). The following coefficients, however, are different across the 
two specifications: ecor1 {(mincor1 + maxcor1)/2} (β = -29.74, p-value = 0.005); dens1 (β = -38.87, p-value = 
0.000); disp2 (β = -83.04, p-value = 0.000).   
22 As a robustness check, we have also run regressions of EUCD_TDABC on the input parameters. Consistent with 
input values being farther from the generated numbers than the output measures, the adj. R² is lower (0.6662). Many 
coefficients are qualitatively similar: varR (β = 3.003, p-value = 0.686); dens2 (β = -496.7, p-value = 0.000); 
MiscCut1_TDABC (β = 17.42, p-value = 0.639); CorrCut2_TDABC (β = -2,228, p-value = 0.000); 
MiscCut2_TDABC (β = 1,161, p-value = 0.000). Some coefficients, however, are different: disp1 (β = -15.03, p-
value = 0.000); ecor1 {(mincor1 + maxcor1)/2} (β = 17.53, p-value = 0.089); dens1 (β = -9.224, p-value = 0.000); 
disp2 (β = -117.0, p-value = 0.000); ecor2 (β = -158.4, p-value = 0.000); CorrCut1_TDABC (β = -60.07, p-value = 
0.008).  
23 As a robustness check, we ran a regression of the error difference on the input parameters. Although the individual 
input value regressions have lower adj. R² than the output measure regressions, the change regression has higher adj. 
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R² (0.3862). Many coefficients have qualitatively similar results: varR (β = 0.500, p-value = 0.950); dens1 (β = -
29.60, p-value = 0.000); disp2 (β = 33.93, p-value = 0.000); ecor2 (β = -568.8, p-value = 0.000); CorrCut1_ABC (β 
= -187.1, p-value = 0.000); MiscCut1_ABC (β = 235.4, p-value = 0.000); CorrCut2_ABC (β = -1,161, p-value = 
0.000); MiscCut2_ABC (β = 1,639, p-value = 0.000); CorrCut1_TDABC (β = 25.65, p-value = 0.289); 
MiscCut1_TDABC (β = -56.80, p-value = 0.150); CorrCut2_TDABC (β = 2,223, p-value = 0.000); 
MiscCut2_TDABC (β = -1,156, p-value = 0.000). Some coefficients, however, have different results: disp1 (β = 
7.923, p-value = 0.045); ecor1 {(mincor1 + maxcor1)/2} (β = -47.27, p-value = 0.000); dens2 (β = -10.64, p-value = 
0.000). 
24 Specifics about each cited industry follow. Industrial bread manufacturing has high-speed production involving 
comparatively few resources (flour, yeast, heat, wrappers) and comparatively few products (white or wheat bread). 
Given the common nature of the inputs and the production process, there is low traceability at each stage. A 
specialty ice cream manufacturer may use many different types of ingredients (vanilla, blueberries, walnuts) which 
vary across orders, so the resource traceability is high. However, the ice cream production process combines all the 
ingredients in a large vat and freezes them, so activity traceability is comparatively low. Airplane maintenance 
involves several standard resources (hangar space, repairperson time), so it has low resource traceability. However, 
each airplane may require a unique set of repairs and tests, so it has high activity tractability. Finally, specialty 
chemical manufacturing involves generating novel chemicals using unique processes. Both resources and activities 
are comparatively unique and traceability is high at both stages. 
25 Although the data collection statistics are symmetric, the two systems do not display symmetric behavior when 
hybridized. Hybridizing TDABC by defining a time equation with one term for each activity in ABC leads to a data 
collection statistic of 3 + 3 = 6. Hybridizing ABC by defining an activity for each term of each time equation in 
TDABC leads to a data collection statistic of 2 + 2 × 6 = 14. Hybridizing the TDABC system results in lower costs 
than hybridizing the ABC system.   
26 We generated a supplemental numerical experiment that loosens the costing system design thresholds for the 
TDABC system. We lowered the TDABC correlation thresholds in the first stage to {0.05, 0.1, 0.2} and raised the 
miscellaneous pool thresholds in both stages to {0.3, 0.5}. For both ABC stages as well as for the TDABC second 
stage, we doubled the correlation thresholds to {.1, .2, .4}.This supplemental sample has the median TDABC basic 
data collection statistics drop from 96 to 35. The median ratio of ABC to TDABC data collection statistics rises 
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from 0.91 to 2.88, which means the median ABC system is 2.88 times more refined that the median TDABC system. 
As might be anticipated, coarsening the TDABC system leads to a decline in the percentage of observations where 
TDABC has lower costing errors than ABC; from 65.8% to 45.8%. The qualitative features of the regressions in 
Table 7, however, are unchanged. ABC (TDABC) is preferred when activities (resources) are more traceable to 
products (to activities).    
27 Kaplan and Andersen (2007, 14) state: “While seemingly complicated and demanding of data, in fact time 
equations are generally quite simple to implement since many companies’ ERP systems already store data on order, 
packaging, distribution, and other characteristics.” 
28 In practice, different numbers of subtasks would be in each equation (e.g., Kaplan and Porter 2011). Allowing 
different time equations to have different subtasks leads to a conceptual problem in our simulation: how do we 
decide which subtasks to leave off of what time equations? Rather than deal with an additional layer of complexity 
in our simulation, we kept all subtasks in all equations. 
29 As a robustness check, we ran a logistic model to predict when ABC would have lower error than TDABC. We 
coded ABC (TDABC) having lower error as a 1 (0) and ran a logistic regression on the variables in Table 5, third 
column. While some coefficients changed signs and significance, our main result holds under this specification. 
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We expand the simulation in Balakrishnan et al. (2011) (BHL) to include two stages and allow 
for the construction of TDABC systems. In order to maintain maximum comparability with prior 
work, we use their parameter values when possible.   
 
Full Information Benchmark  
 
Numbers Constant across All Runs (Identical to BHL)  
 
TC  Total cost: $1,000,000   
nrR  Number of resources: 50  
nrA   Number of activities: 50  
nrP  Number of products: 50  
 
First-Stage Parameters—Systematically Varied 
 
varR  Variance in the resource values 
We use two levels {.25, .75}, the low/high from BHL. 
 
disp1  Dispersion in the use of resources across activities 
This was not varied in BHL. It was held at 1 in all draws. 
We use two levels {.5, 1.5}, which average out to the BHL parameter. 
 
mincor1 Lower bound for correlation between resource consumption patterns 
   We use two levels {-.8, -.4}. 
maxcor1 Upper bound for correlation between resource consumption patterns 
   We use two levels {0.2, 0.8}. 
  The correlation parameter in our simulation is drawn from the interval 
   {mincor1, maxcor1}. BHL did not allow the correlation to vary in a range 
    and drew one correlation value from the set {-.66, -.33, 0, .33}. 
 
dens1 Density parameter Stage I 
   We use two levels {-.75, .75}, the low/high from BHL’s second stage. 
 
The systematic first-stage parameter variations result in 2 × 2 × 4 × 2 = 32 base permutations. 
 
Second-Stage Parameters—Randomly Drawn from Sets 
 
disp2  Dispersion in the use of activities across products 
This was not varied in BHL. It was held at 1 in all draws. 
We use two levels {.5, 1.5}, which average out to the BHL parameter. 
 
mincor2 Lower bound for correlation between activity consumption patterns 
   We use two levels {-.8, -.4}. 
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maxcor2 Upper bound for correlation between activity consumption patterns 
   We use two levels {0.2, 0.8}. 
   The correlation parameter in our simulation is drawn from the interval 
   {mincor1, maxcor1}. BHL BHL did not allow the correlation to vary in a  
   range and drew one element from the set {-.66, -.33, 0, .33}.   
 
dens2 Density parameter Stage II 
We use two levels {-.75, .75}, the low/high from BHL’s second stage. 
 
The second-stage environmental parameters are randomly drawn for each systematically selected 
first-stage draw. The number of base case draws thus stays constant at 32. 
 
Both ABC and TDABC start with the same full information draws. Each adds in measurement 
error.  
 
ABC Environmental Parameters—Randomly Drawn 
 
Stage I measurement error  We randomly draw from {.1, .3, .5}, the same values  
      as BHL. 
  
Stage II measurement error   We randomly draw from {.1, .3, .5}, the same values  
      as BHL. 
 
TDABC Environmental Parameters—Randomly Drawn  
 
Stage I measurement error  We randomly draw from {.1, .3, .5}, the same values  
     as BHL. 
 
Stage II measurement error  We randomly draw from {.1, .3, .5}, the same values  
     as BHL. 
 
In order to capture the full effect of measurement error, we draw ten random values of 
measurement error. This generates 10 × 32 = 320 observations with measurement error. 
 
This completes the experimental design on the environmental parameters. The second part of the 
experiment is to vary the costing system design parameters to construct systems with different 
numbers of first/second-stage pools.   
  
ABC/TDABC Design Parameters  
 
First-Stage Parameters  
 
Correlation threshold to join resource cost pool (time equation) —Systematically varied  
ABC/TDABC: We use three levels {.1, .2, .4}. BHL used {.1, .3, .5}, but these choices 
generate too many cost pools in our setting (an average of 20 cost pools). We use less-
selective cutoffs to reduce the number of created cost pools. 
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Miscellaneous value threshold for final resource cost pool (time equation)—Randomly drawn 
 ABC/TDABC: We draw the miscellaneous threshold from the set {.15, .25}.  
 BHL (Table 2) shows that a 20% threshold works well. Our values average to 20%.  
 
Second-Stage Parameters  
 
Correlation threshold to join activity cost pool (subtask cost pool)—Systematically varied 
ABC/TDABC: We use three levels {.1, .2, .4}. BHL used {.1, .3, .5}, but these choices 
generate too many cost pools in our setting (an average of 20 cost pools). We use less-
selective cutoffs to reduce the number of created cost pools. 
  
Miscellaneous value threshold for final activity cost pool—Randomly drawn 
 ABC/TDABC: We draw the miscellaneous threshold from the set {.15, .25}. BHL  
 (Table 2) shows that a 20% threshold works well. Our values average to 20%.  
  
Across both systems, there are 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 = 81 costing system design permutations. Combined 







Resources Costs  
Wages East (R1) $30,000 
Wages West (R2) $45,000 
Depreciation East (R3) $10,000 
Lighting and Heating East (R4) $5,000 
Lighting and Heating West (R5) $10,000 
 $100,000 
  
Total East (RCP1 = R1 + R3 + R4) $45,000 
Total West (RCP2 = R2 + R5) $55,000 
 



































TABLE 2  
Subtask Time and ABC Assigned Activity Costs  
 
Panel A: Warehouse East  
 


























Driving to Rack 2 min per order line 7,600 order lines 15,200 min 26.76% $12,042.25 
Loading Boxes 1 min per box 15,800 boxes 15,800 min 27.82% $12,517.61 
Wrapping up Pallets 12 min per pallet 2,150 pallets 25,800 min 45.42% $20,440.14 
Total    56,800 min  $45,000.00 
 
 
Panel B: Warehouse West 
 

























Driving to Rack 3 min per order line 12,400 order lines 37,200 min 31.08% $17,092.73 
Loading Boxes 1.5 min per box 24,200 boxes 36,300 min 30.33% $16,679.20 
Wrapping up Pallets 12 min per pallet 3,850 pallets 46,200 min 38.60% $21,228.07 























Activity Cost Driver Rates and ABC Allocations 
 
Panel A: Activity Cost Driver Rates 
 
Activity Cost Pool (ACP) Dollar Value Activity Cost Driver Volume Activity Cost Driver Rate 
ACP1 $29,134.99 20,000 order lines $1.46 per order line 
ACP2 $29,196.80 40,000 boxes $0.73 per box 
ACP3 $41,668.21 6,000 pallets $6.94 per pallet 
  
 
Panel B: ABC Allocations per Customer 
 
































































Time Driver Volumes and TDABC Allocations 
 
Panel A: Time Driver Volumes per Customer 
 
Cost Object (CO) Time Driver Time Driver Volume 
East 
Time Driver Volume 
West 
Customer 1 (CO1) # order lines 1,200 2,500 
 # boxes 4,000 6,000 
 # pallets 700 1,000 
Customer 2 (CO2) # order lines 2,000 2,000 
 # boxes 1,000 3,000 
 # pallets 600 1,800 
Customer 3 (CO3) # order lines 1,900 1,300 
 # boxes 4,000 4,000 
 # pallets 350 350 
Customer 4 (CO4) # order lines 500 1,600 
 # boxes 3,800 2,600 
 # pallets 300 200 
Customer 5 (CO5) # order lines 2,000 5,000 
 # boxes 3,000 8,600 
 # pallets 200 500 
Total # order lines 7,600 12,400 
 # boxes 15,800 24,200 
 # pallets 2,150 3,850 
 
 
Panel B: TDABC Allocations per Customer 
 
CO Warehouse East Warehouse West Total Cost 
Customer 1 (CO1) $11,725.35 $13,095.24 $24,820.59 
Customer 2 (CO2) $9,665.49 $14,749.37 $24,414.87 
Customer 3 (CO3) $9,507.04 $6,478.70 $15,985.74 
Customer 4 (CO4) $6,654.93 $5,100.25 $11,755.18 
Customer 5 (CO5) $7,447.18 $15,576.44 $23,023.62 



















Input Variable  Output Variable Output Measure Description 
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS   
The variance in resource values 
used to generate resources 
varR stdevR The observed standard 
deviation in resource values 
Dispersion in resource use 
across activities 
disp1 odisp1 The observed average 
dispersion in resource use 
across activities × 1,000 
The lower bound for correlation 
between resource consumption 
columns 
mincor1 avgcor1 The average correlation 
between resource consumption 
columns in the resource-to-
activity matrix The upper bound for correlation 
between resource consumption 
columns 
maxcor1 
The density shift parameter for 
the resource-to-activity matrix, 
determines holes 
dens1 perzeroRA The average percentage of 
zeros in the columns of the 
resource-to-activity matrix 
Dispersion in activity use across 
products 
disp2 odisp2 The observed average 
dispersion in activity use 
across products × 1,000 
The lower bound for correlation 
between activity consumption 
columns 
mincor2 avgcor2 The average correlation 
between activity consumption 
columns in the activity-to-
product matrix The upper bound for correlation 
between activity consumption 
columns 
maxcor2 
The density shift parameter for 
the activity-to-product matrix, 
determines holes 
dens2 perzeroAP The average percentage of 
zeros in the columns of the 
activity-to-product matrix 
COSTING SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Correlation threshold to join 
resource cost pool—ABC 
CorrCut1_ABC #RCP_ABC Number of resource cost 
pools—ABC 
Miscellaneous value threshold  
for last resource cost pool—
ABC 
MiscCut1_ABC %Misc1_ABC Percentage of total resource 
costs in miscellaneous cost 
pool—ABC 
Correlation threshold to join 
activity cost pool—ABC 
CorrCut2_ABC #ACP_ABC Number of activity cost 
pools—ABC 
Miscellaneous value threshold 
for last activity cost pool—
ABC 
MiscCut2_ABC %Misc2_ABC Percentage of total activity 
costs in miscellaneous cost 
pool—ABC 
Correlation threshold to join 
resource cost pool—TDABC 
CorrCut1_TDABC #RCP_TDABC Number of resource (capacity) 
cost pools—TDABC 
Miscellaneous value threshold 
for last resource cost pool—
TDABC 
MiscCut1_TDABC %Misc1_TDABC Percentage of total resource 
costs in miscellaneous cost 
pool—TDABC 
Correlation threshold to join 
activity cost pool—TDABC 
CorrCut2_TDABC #ACP_TDABC Number of activity (subtask) 
cost pools—TDABC 
Miscellaneous value threshold 
for last activity cost pool—
TDABC 
MiscCut2_TDABC %Misc2_TDABC Percentage of total activity 






Descriptive Statistics (n = 25,920)a 
 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. 25th Percentile 50th Percentile 75th Percentile 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
EUCD_ABC 88,909 52,596 46,450 79,230 123,798 
EUCD_TDABC 78,869 51,754 37,208 66,767 110,198 
(EUCD_ABC  
- EUCD_TDABC) 
11,040 40,554 -7,612 10,306 30,182 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES ENVIRONMENT 
stdevR  11,359 1,182 10,560 11,324 12,138 
odisp1 43.09 27.35 18.61 35.71 64.61 
avgcor1 -1.71 18.78 -12.94 -5.51 16.21 
perzeroRA  50.00 28.15 23.28 52.12 76.36 
odisp2 44.44 29.77 18.58 35.15 65.28 
avgcor2 -1.60 18.38 -12.47 -4.76 15.78 
perzeroAP  50.32 28.57 23.28 51.40 76.68 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES CREATED COSTING SYSTEMS 
#RCP_ABC 9.92 4.31 6 9 13 
%Misc1_ABC 16.82 5.18 12.86 14.81 22.15 
#ACP_ABC  9.60 4.46 6 9 12 
%Misc2_ABC 16.78 5.22 12.86 14.76 22.14 
#RCP_TDABC  9.85 4.27 6 9 12 
%Misc1_TDABC 16.87 5.20 12.87 14.83 22.17 
#ACP_TDABC 10.62 4.90 7 10 14 
%Misc2_TDABC 17.06 5.19 13.06 14.87 22.41 
ADDITIONAL STATISTICS      
Top20R 35.70 2.29 34.11 35.57 37.16 
Top20A 34.59 9.07 26.30 33.15 41.68 
Data_Collect_ABC 106.5 71.5 56 88 133 
Data_Collect_TDABC 115.2 75.1 63 96 144 
Exp_Data_Collect_ABC 586.7 276.8 370 530 742 
Exp_Data_Collect_TDABC 5,384 3,684 2,810 4,496 6,894 
 
a Table 1 provides definitions for all but the following variables: EUCD_ABC = overall ABC error metric, calculated 
as the square root of the sum of the squared differences between benchmark product costs and ABC product costs; 
EUCD_TDABC = overall TDABC error metric, calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared differences 
between benchmark product costs and TDABC product costs; Top20R = value of the 20% largest resources as a 
percentage of total cost; Top20A = value of the 20% largest activities as a percentage of total cost; 
Data_Collect_ABC = (#RCP_ABC) + (#RCP_ABC × #ACP_ABC); Data_Collect_TDABC = (#RCP_TDABC) + 
(#RCP_TDABC × #ACP_TDABC); Exp_Data_Collect_ABC = (#RCP_ABC) + (#RCP_ABC × #ACP_ABC) + 
(#ACP_ABC × 50); Exp_Data_Collect_TDABC= (#RCP_TDABC) + (#RCP_TDABC × #ACP_TDABC) + 















Regressions of System Errors on Underlying Characteristics,  











































      
** indicates significance at 5% level; *** indicates significance at 1% level. 






























































































    




An Activity-based Costing System 
 







R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
RD2RD1
ACP2 ACP3
CO1 CO2 CO3 CO4 CO5
AD1 AD2 AD3
R: resource; RCP: resource cost pool; RD: resource cost driver
















R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
CO1 CO2 CO3 CO4 CO5
R: resource; RCP: resource cost pool 
T: subtask; X: time driver
CO: cost object
T31T21 T12 T22 T32







The First Stages of the Two Systems 
 
Panel A: The ABC First Stage 
 
 RCP1 RCP2 ... RCPl 
ACP1 %RCP1 to ACP1 %RCP2 to ACP1 ... %RCPl to ACP1 
ACP2 %RCP1 to ACP2 %RCP2 to ACP2 ... %RCPl to ACP2 
... ... ... ... ... 
ACPk %RCP1 to ACPk %RCP2 to ACPk ... %RCPl to ACPk 
Total 1 1 ... 1 
 
 
Panel B: The TDABC First Stage 
 
 RCP1 RCP2 ... RCPl Total 
Cost subtask1             ...       1 
Cost subtask2             ...       1 
... ... ... ... ... ... 































Industry Examples of High and Low Traceability 
 
                Resource Traceability to Activities 





Low Industrial bread 
manufacturing 
 
Specialty ice cream 
manufacturer 
 
TDABC performs best 
High Airplane maintenance 
 
ABC performs best 
Specialty chemical 
manufacturer 
ABC performs best 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
